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Le c0巾Usierfor Nakai Masakazu

Vvhen people wanted a new order after the chaos of world

Vvar l, Le corbusier (1887-1965) pr叩Osed a new vision for

architecture and town planning based on the model of

machines. Thatis to say, machines which had once destroyed

the city and massacred people during the war became a

modelforthe new order afterthe war, though most people at

this time couldn't a叩reciate machines like Le corbusier.

Therefore Le corbusier wanted people t0 伽d beauty and

harmony in machines by looking atthem Ⅷth a fresh eye (des

yeux neufs). That was the reason why he criticized people for

their conservatism by ca11ing them "eyes which do not see"

(des yeux qui ne voient pas) in 7bwards a /vevv Architedure

(1922)川

Th0四h it seems that the expression,"eyes which do

not see" has no relation Ⅷth cinema, Masakazu Nakai(1900・

1952) quoted it in the context of 側m theory for two reasons in

his early essay," The structure of Mechanical Beauty"(1929)

One reason was to borrow Le c0巾Usier's mechanical

aesthetics. The other reason was to connect Le corbusier'S

idea to cinema by "eyes which do not see". That is to say,

Nakai th0四ht that Le corbusier'S "fresh eye", which is the

Opposite of "eyes which do not see", was the camera lens

Na胎ireferred two times to Le corbusier'S "eyes which do not

See" in that essay:
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Le corbusier'S "eyes which do not see", Bela Balazs'S

"the visible man" and Dziga vertov'S "Kino・Eye", a11

talked about the development of vision and the

evolution of aesthetics. These wi11 be impodant. Balazs

Said thatthe a即earance of cinema changed our way of

Seeing as lhe typography changed our way of thinki叩
②

Le c0巾Usier'S "fresh eye" versus "eyes which do not

See", Ba1合ZS'S "the visible man" and vertov'S " Kino・Eye",

talked of the camera's lens as a Ⅲeless eye. Now the

Vision ofthe lifeless eye penetrates into the human eye.

That was a big event in contemporary ad, architecture,

Painting, and sculpture
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Art tends to imitate the lens as a transparent pupil, the

ShU廿er as a mechanical blink, and the light of a

Projector as a buming gaze. 1t means that the individual

im始tes the c011ective (3).

In these quotations, Nakai compares Le c0巾Usier, an

architect unconnected Ⅷth the cinema, with cinema theorist,

Ba1会ZS, and 側m maker, vertov. can we truly interpret Le

C0巾Usier'S "fresh eye" as a cinematic term? The purpose of

thiS 開Per is t0 价St consider what cinema brings to us

according to Nakai's thought, and 伽a11y to dar卿 the

Cinematic nature in Le corbusier's architecture.
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The concepts of space in Nakai's cinema Theory

After vvorld vvar 11, freedom of speech was guaranteed, and

Nakai developed his early thoughts about cinema in several

essays. 1n them Na胎ithought that the typical representation

medium in each age determined the structures of each subject,

and explained that the reconstruction of a subject depended

On the change ofthe mode of visual representation. According

to Nakai, there were two b四 Changes unⅢ this point in time

The 偸St one was the a叩earance of perspective painting, and

the second was the popularization of cinema that was in

Progress atthattime

In feudaltimes, people were bound by sodal classes

from the highest to the lowest rank. However, when

Perspective paintings situated the viewer at a geometrical

Point from which to observe, everyone could have their own

Point of view, and was freed from the ve巾Cal hierarchy of

feudal space. As a result, everyone became equal and had his

Or her own subjectivity. Nakai ca11ed such space and subject,

Produced by perspective painting,'systematic space"(Taikei・

Kukan) and "subjective seげ(shukan)

However, the b唯h of " subjective self' was the stad of its

C011apse. vvhen everyone became equal, natura11y they staded

to compete, companies were organized, machines were

invented, and capitalism began. As a result,individuals were

Organized into the c011ective and became cogs in the machine

They n0 10nger stood at a privileged point of vieⅧng, and

St肌ed to feel alienated. Then, the individualism produced by

Perspective painting n0 10四er functioned, and its space was

fⅢed Ⅷth "uneasiness". This is the reason why "a gaze

10oking back at us" appears in Romanticism. 1n a sense, this

gaze was what the viewer alienated from society had lost: the

Subject was split into the a叩ropriate self and the actual self

as a miserable cog in machine.

Then the cinema a即eared from out of a11 0ther

machines, and it presented a new balance in regard to space

and subject、 1n the space of perspedive painting, an adist

represents himself by his work of art, and we empathize Ⅷth

him thr0四h it. But,in cinema, we can not always empathize

With an a此ist's subjectivity. 1nstead, there is a c011aborative

nature in not only the 俳m making process, but also the

machines themselves. Therefore seeing a 例m means

accepting the c011ective 胎ture of cinema. Film and the viewer

encounter each other ha叩ily as two machines or two

C011ectives in a movie house, instead of in a factory. vve thus

"nd ourselves as a positive cog in the machine of cinema,

because photography reproduces an objed mechanica11y

The moving image consists ofinnumerable photographs.

The real object and the object in the photograph identica11y

Correspond, because the photograph is a mechanical

reproduction of the light which an object emitted. vvhen we

See a photograph, we connect the past light to the present,

and when we see a series of such photographs in dnematic

form, they reproduce a past time and space. As a result the

Space produced by photography and cinema 飾mulate our

historical sense. Nakai ca11ed it" projection space (or functional

Space)"(zusiki・Kukan).

Moreover, the various shots are edited together into a

montage in cinema. Then the join between these shots forces

Us to decide the relation between each shot and the

Significance ofthese shots. Then the viewer becomes a new

Critical subject Ⅷth a historical perspective. Nakai ca11ed it

"historical subject"(Rekishi・teki shutai・Sの, and ca11ed the join

in the montage "cutting space"(setsudan・Kukan). 1n short,

Wh印 the silver screen replaced the canvas, C「川Cs replaced

empathy, C011ectivism replaced individualism, and the sP1北

Subject became normal
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Lacan'S Gaze as Rear projection

B/OW・UP (1959) by Julio codazar (1914-1984), a writer who

Was inauenced by surrealism,is a short story that gives us an

example of Nakai's argument about cinema. Michel, who is

the hero in this story, took a photograph of a boy and a

Woman, mismatched in their ages, enla四es it into almostthe

Size of a poster and tackS 叩 the enlargement on a wa11. one

day, the image ofthe photograph sta此S to move like a movie,

and he knows that what he imagined when he took the

Photograph of the c0叩le was much less horrible than the

reality. Then he became his camera. This is the reason why

Cortazar sometimes refers the hero as 'we'④

此 is not only Nakai and cortazar who insist that

Photography and cinema have something to d0 Ⅷth

Un舶Siness and change in us. VV肌er B印jamin (1892・194の

Uses the concept of"shock e仟ect" based on trauma in Freuds

Psychoanalysis to explicate that the camera can give us

access to an objective vision freed from empathy. on the

Other hand, based on Jacques Lacan'S (1901-1981)

Psychoanalytical notion of "gaze", Roland Barthes (1915・

198の de伽ed " punctum" as a sting, a speck, a cut and a li杜le

hole like an element which rises from the scene, and shoots

Ouuike an arrow, and pierces the viewer ⑤

Nakai also referred to psychoanalysis in The

/ntmduction of仂e AestheガC (1951), and dMded the conscious

into three parts:"direct projection" as a re"ex action,"upper

Projection" as conscious and subconscious (or ego and super・

egの, and "basic projection" as unconscious (or iの. Th印 to

explain "basic projection", Nakai used again the former ideas

Of" a gaze thatlooks back at us" and " uneasiness"

gaze.1n semmar xl, Lacan said as f0110WS:

In the sC叩iC 伽ld, everything is adiculated be則een two

terms that act in an antinomic way - on the side of

things, there is the gaze, that is to say, things look at me,

and yet l see them. This is how one should understand

those words, so strongly stressed,in the Gospel,乃ey

始Ve eyes thatthey might not see. Thatthey m四ht not

See what (pour ne pas v0川? precisely, that things are

10oking atthem (1es chose les regardent)(フ)

Furthermore we can find other ideas in common

between Lacan and Nakaiin semmar x/. There is one ⑩Ure

that shows two triangles (F四.1) and another "gure sh0Ⅷng

that these triangles overlap (F四.2). 1n the tw0 ⑩Ures, the two

triangleS Ⅷdening to the left i11Ustrate the system of

Perspective painting and the two triangleS Ⅷdeni叩 to the r四ht

Shows the rear projection of cinema. 1n rear projection, the

Projector and the viewer face 舶Ch other from the 0即Osite

Side of the screen. Lacan uses the point of light in rear

Projection as a model for the "gaze". 1n short, these figures

Show that a psychoanalytical subject is produced from cinema

To understand the psychoanalytic subject produced by

Cinema, we can refer to the photograph in the Rear・screen

Pmjecti0船(1980-81) taken by cindy sherman (1954・). 1n

these photographs, sherman stands in front of the screen,

Where an image is projected from behind it. vve can see an

Uneasy feeling a叩earing on her face as if she fears

Someone's gaze.1f we regard the gaze that sherman fears as

the light of the projector from behind the screen, we can say

that it is her own gaze, according to Nakai and Lacan,

because Nakaithoughtthe uneasy gaze is the viewer's own,

and Lacan also said that the gaze was a part of the subject

that detached itself from him, in the chapter "The split

between the Eye and the Gaze" of semmarxl.

Vvhat sherman wanted to take as her own p0市飢,

m四ht not be her own figure, but the light behind the screen

Just as sherman faces her own gaze through self・P0此r飢

Photograph and rear projection, psychoanalysis was invented

to save the subject from a crisis in the machine age, and the

Photography and cinema was bom from am0叩 the machines,

to produce a new subject suitable forthe mechanical age

Basic projection is my own gaze that l am 山aware of,

Which lies deeper than what l know and think. 1 Ca唯

escape from that gaze, and lfeel uneasy. None can fix

On it. This image which the gaze projects is a "basic

Projection"⑥.

Here, we notice that Nakaithought the gaze was

Concemed Ⅷth not only cinema but also the unconscious; the

Unconscious is similar to cinema. 1n fact, we can md

Something in common between Nakai's gaze and Lacan'S
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Conclusion:the cinematic Nature in Le c0巾Usier

Based on what we know about Nakai's thoughtthus far,1et us

a廿empt to extend the consideration to Le c0巾Usier. 1n Le

Corbusier's works such aS ι.a A,1aison des Hommes (1942),

財odu/or l(195の, and peteiがe 財aison (1954), we fjnd a man

With a big eye. Though there are no captions in his original

Sketches, Ale胎nder Tzonis adds the caption of "eyes that

See" in ι.e corbusierl The poeガCs of んlaCんhe and んle始Phor

(2001)(8). As the "eyes that see" is in 0即Osition Ⅷth "eyes

Which do not see", we may say that"eyes that see" means a

"fresh eye" which Nakai regarded as the eye of the camera

Then the man Ⅷth a big eye iS 7he uan wi仂ん10vie camera,

the tⅢe ofa 1929 側m by vedov

The relation between architecture and the inhabitant or

Visitor corresponds to the relation between cinema and the

Viewer, or the relation between the photograph, which became

a movie, and Michel, who became a lens of a camera, in

B/OW・UP. The function of cinema resembles the function of Le

Corbusie『's architecture, as a machine to give bidh to a man

Ⅷth "New spirit", the title of Le c0巾Usier's magazine (Esprit、

ⅣOuveau, 1920-1925). That is to say, Le corbusier'S

architecture gazes at us like a projector. The white wa110f the

Purist architecture might be a silver screen in silent 例m era
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